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มากกว่า 95 เปอร์เซ็นต์โดยใชใ้นเซลลแ์สงอาทิตยผ์ลึกซิลิคอนโครงสร้างรอยต่อพี-เอ็น มีชัÊนเอ็น
เป็นชัÊนรับแสงซึÉงผลิตดว้ยวิธี Spin on doping (SOD) ร่วมกบัเทคนิคการหมุนเหวีÉยงของสารละลาย












ค่ากระแสลดัวงจรเท่ากบั25.81mA และแรงดนัไฟฟ้าเปิดวงจรเท่ากบั601.3 mV ทาํให้ประสิทธิภาพ
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 Antireflection coating(ARC) for solar cells is important in order to reduce the 
loss of the light caused by reflections on the surface. Preparation of the ARC is 
important to increase the energy conversion efficiency of the solar cell since there are 
manyphotons of short and long wavelength able to both reflect and absorb into the 
shallow and deep, respectively.In the case of the ARC layer coated on the surface 
with roughnesssurface induces as a light-trapping of solar cellsbecause of more 
exposure. As a result, the solar cell has highshort circuit current and open circuit 
voltage. 
 This research wasstudiedin the fabrication ofBismuth doped ZnO thin films 
based on nanocrystalline (ZnO:Bi) structureby using aspin coating technique.The 
precursor of the sol-gel for the ZnO:Bi layer was investigated to be an ARC layer of 
the silicon solar cells. The sol-gel preparationis a low-cost technique as compared 
Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)in the plasma and vacuum 
condition.Moreover, the sol-gel technique provided a roughness surface structure  
which contributedthe increase of light-trapping area.The optical energy band gap of 
ZnO:Bi thin films was approximately 3.33-3.35eVby the estimation of Tauc plot that 
related with UV response. Therefore, This study aims to improve the 










underforming gas. Meanwhile, the surface quality of ZnO:Bithin films was 
obtaineddue to surfactant addition of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)in 
order to improve moleculesadhesion of zinc oxide. CTAB addition and forming gas 
procedures can affect to the quality of morphology, optical and electrical properties of 
the thin films. Moreover,ZnO:Bithin filmswith transmittanceabove 95% were used as 
a function of ARC layer of crystalline silicon solar cell with using n-emitter layer 
from non-vacuumspin on doping (SOD) technique.As a result, the solar cells with 
ZnO:Bi layer that are cost effective can generateshort circuit current of 25.81mA and 
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